
Candy Crush Soda Saga

## Summary: A classic at this point, back again and improved.

The infamous game is back again with another great title. If you’ve enjoyed other Candy Crush

titles or similar swap and match games, this won’t disappoint. Candy Crush Soda Saga brings

more unique candies to match and more fun combinations and effects to play with. There are

several challenging game modes packed with fun. With lots of new content and the same great

gameplay, this won’t disappoint.

## Gameplay: The same Candy Crush you know, with more goodies to keep you playing.

This classic swap and match game is similar to many others you probably have played. You

probably have heard the name before and for good reason. The makers of Candy Crush have

almost set a new standard for the game with the unique candies and other items used to match

and crush through the levels. 

There is an addicting gameplay loop and strategy to learn and use. Soda Saga gives you plenty of

options, with over 3000 levels and different game modes to play. You can play classic on your own

if you're looking for a calmer experience. If you like to be competitive, the Episode Race mode

allows you to compete against other players to race through levels using the best strategies to

crush your candy as quickly as possible. Soda Saga is definitely an improvement over the past

games. 

The power ups are more useful and keep you from getting stuck as often, making them much

more fun to use. The levels feel more dynamic with the different objects and candies that can be

present. Just like past games too, this has lots of events, making it fun to keep coming back to.

## Review/Conclusion: Lots of improvements that make this the best one yet.

With the improved graphics, additional features and almost endless levels, this game won't

disappoint. Fans of Candy Crush or any swap and match style game will feel right at home here. 

This game feels well polished and shows the experience of the developers and their past games.

Overall this game is worthy of the install and worth keeping around to play whenever you need to

kill some time. There are lots of new modes and ways to play, including team based events.

Overall this is just an improved Candy Crush game.

Advantages / Disadvantages



Better than the past games, but not too much

different overall.

This is another iteration of the Candy Crush you

know and love. It’s easy to pick up and easy to

play. You’ll find yourself sinking time into this

game again and again. 

The gameplay is typical for the swap and

match genre and adds a few fun twists to keep

things interesting. You won’t be disappointed if

you’re looking for a game you can pick up from

time to time and play without too much

thought.

If you’re looking for a story or something with

more depth, this may not be what you want.

The team based events can be fun but

sometimes you’ll get matched with rather

useless players. 

It’d be nice if they built in some way to filter out

inactive players. The animations and music are

still great but there is overall less variety in the

music. The music does sound higher quality

however.


